














Zoom Viewfinder 
 
 
Galilean Design:  To vary the MP of this telescope viewfinder, either the objective lens or 
the eye lens (or both) must be converted into a zoom lens.  To do that, split the lens into 
two elements with varying spacing.  To maintain the system as afocal, the spacing 
between the objective group and the eye group must also be varied.  This zoom 
viewfinder will require a minimum of three elements. There is no internal image plane to 
place a framing mask, so vignetting is used to define the field of view. 
 
One interesting feature of this system is that it must zoom through a MP of unity.   
 
 
Real-Image Viewfinder:  This viewfinder uses a zoom objective to create an internal 
image that can be used with a reticle.  The eye lens magnifies this intermediate image.  A 
series of mirrors or prisms is used to get the proper image parity or orientation.  Four or 
six reflections are needed for an eye lens on the back of the camera.   
 
A good conceptual starting point for this design is the optical system of a single-lens 
reflex camera.  The literature shows a variety of different prism/mirror combinations, but 
most seem to be variations on a penta or reflex prism, a Porro or Porro-Abbe system, or a 
Pechan prism.  The main issue is packaging all of the elements within the relatively thin 
camera body.  Since the reflections bend the light path through the camera, some extra 
path is created for these elements.   
 
Some diagrams found in the literature: 
 

 
 
 
U.S. 6,266,490  Four reflection design.  Prism 14a has a roof.  The framing mask is #17. 
 



    
 
U.S. 6,266,490  Another four reflection scheme in the same patent.  The zoom objective 
is #22, and #27 is the framing mask. 
 

  
U.S. 6,141,159  A six reflection system with a roof on L5. 
 

  
U.S. 6,018,417  A four reflection dual design that uses a beamsplitter so the image can be 
viewed either through the top of the camera or the back of the camera. 



 
 

This figure is from a Canon technical report (IXY 230) that describes the zoom 
viewfinder in one of Canon’s APS cameras.  It includes the following text: 
 
“In order to realize a sharp, clear viewfinder, the IXY 230 is equipped with a real-image 
zoom viewfinder that employs an air gap roof (focusing) prism developed for the IXY 
220, and five aspherical lens surfaces. The air gap roof prism is a two-prism optical 
system with an air layer between the prism and the roof prism so that all the incident light 
to the first surface of the roof prism is transmitted while all the light reflected back to the 
first surface is reflected. The unique feature of this optical system is that the total 
reflection of the incident light is achieved without a vapor deposition surface. With this 
prism configuration, the number of reflections, one factor for image degradation, is 
decreased to four from six in conventional systems.”  
 

The report also has a diagram of the zoom camera 
lens.  It is a two group telephoto zoom; the front 
group is positive and the rear group is negative.  
The two groups move to vary the focal length.  The 
three configurations shown are storage, wide angle 
and telephoto. 
 
Note the many similarities to the paraxial design of 
this problem. 
 
  


